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I.  Introduction 
  
            “[A]ttaining one hundred victories in one hundred battles is not the pinnacle of 
excellence.  Subjugating the enemy’s army without fighting is the true pinnacle of 

excellence.”[1]  This is the premise behind Information Warfare (“IW”), the latest development 
in warfare technology.  It is designed to disable an enemy’s armed forces and civilian 
infrastructure without the use of a single bullet.  The computer is the weapon of the twenty-first 
century. 
            Developments in science and technology are driving the globalization of world 

economies and communications, increasing the efficiency of travel.[2]  These advances have 

contributed to our lives in many positive ways.[3]  With new technology, however, comes new 
perils.  The dawning of C4I (command, control, communications, computers, and intelligence) 

warfare technologies,[4] also known as Information Warfare, represents the new frontier of 
combat.  These technologies are more cost effective in both personnel and cash than traditional 
weaponry, advantages that are engendering IW’s rapid development as a tool to disrupt, disable, 
and destroy one’s enemies. 
            This Note addresses whether and how international law can deal with the use of IW by 

nation-states and terrorist groups.[5]  Specifically, Part II of the Note addresses the current status 
of IW and the threat posed by its future use.  An examination of applicable international law and 
the ramifications of violating these laws follows in Part III.  From this discussion, Part IV 
presents conclusions about which of these provisions should be applied, and when and why they 
would be effective, and suggests amendments to the current body of international law aimed at 
controlling the use of IW via an explicit framework.  
  
II.  The Development of Information Warfare Technology and The  

Threat/Implications of Its Future Use  
            In order to draft a legal framework to combat the IW threat, it is important first to 
understand the significance of the threat itself.  The following discussion illustrates the challenge 
of regulating IW in the international arena.  

  
A.  Definition   

            The frequently cited Air Force definition characterizes IW as “[a]ny action to deny, 
exploit, corrupt, or destroy the enemy’s information and its function - while protecting ourselves 

against similar actions.”[6]  This Note addresses IW on a narrower scale, however, and as such 
uses a more specific definition.  Thus, for the purposes of this Note, IW shall refer to the 
employment of computers and related technology to attack computer networks linked to a 

nation’s civilian, military, and/or government information-based resources.[7]   

  



B.  IW In Action 
            1.  Nations at War 
            The attractiveness of wartime use of IW rests on the application of an old theory of 
warfare to the current, unprecedented reliance on technology world-wide: when engaging an 
adversary nation in combat, it may be more efficient to attack its infrastructure (in this case, its 

information infrastructure) than to confront its military forces on the battlefield.[8]  “The strategy 
of attacking the civilian sector of a nation as a way to defeat its armed forces in the field is not a 

new one.”[9]  In the late nineteenth century, military forces began to rely on industry for 

sustenance.[10]  This dependence has progressed to the point where wars are no longer wars of 
annihilation, in which the goal is to defeat the enemy on the battlefield; they are wars of attrition, 

in which victory can be attained only through the destruction of the state.[11]   

            Current military theory posits that attacking a nation’s “centers of gravity,” in addition to 

its armed forces, is the most effective way to destroy the state.[12]  In post-industrialized 
societies like the United States, “[centers] of gravity include telecommunications networks, 

energy and power sources, transportation systems, and financial centers and networks.”[13]  
Thus, the destruction of these systems (both industrial- and information-based) is just as 

important as destroying an adversary’s military forces, [14] if not more so.[15] 

            IW provides a non-physical means to assault such critical infrastructure.[16]  It will allow 
information warriors to cause damage that could previously be effectuated only through physical 

presence.[17]  IW may also be used as a precursor to physical attacks, rendering inoperable 
systems that would usually be called upon to defend against or respond to a traditional attack.
[18]  For these reasons, IW is being incorporated into the military arsenals of the future.[19] 

  
            2.  Smaller Nations 
            Not only will IW be a force in future warfare, it may turn out to be “‘the great equalizer’”

for nations attacking adversaries with superior conventional military power. [20]  The United 
States is a perfect example of the latter; “[t]he U.S. is unbeatable on the traditional 

battlefield.”[21]  Most nations lack the resources to build a military machine capable of 

exchanging blows with our own.[22]  Instead of seeking to do so, future adversaries will use IW 

to overcome their battlefield inferiority.[23]  “Military history shows that weaker powers have a 

lot of interest in weapons that can serve as an equalizer.”[24]  For example, during World War II, 
instead of building a navy to match the dominant British fleet, the Germans used submarines to 

shift the balance of nautical power in their favor. [25]  Of course, they still had to contend with 
the British army, air force, and the resolve of the British people, but IW may be used in the 

future to debilitate these facets of a nation’s strength as well.[26] 

  
3.  The Affordability and Availability of IW, and the Threat  

from Small Groups 
            The seriousness of the growing threat is magnified by the fact that IW technology is 



inexpensive[27] and widely available[28] to both nations and individuals.[29]  Even individuals
[30] or hackers acting in small groups using modems can do serious damage.[31]  Modems allow 
individuals to access computer networks from which they can gain access to, and wreak havoc 

upon, other global networks.[32]  In addition, the tools and techniques for doing so are widely 

available on the Internet.[33]  Individuals no longer need be familiar with the intricacies of 

computer technology to be an IW threat.[34]  “‘All they need to do . . . is point, click and 

attack.’”[35]  One individual has been so bold as to brag that he can "destroy any major nation in 
twenty-four hours with one platoon of knowledge warriors and make billions of dollars on the 

international market” because he will know when to invest.[36]   

  
            4.  Lack of Accountability/Deterrence 
            The incentive to use IW technology is greatly enhanced by the fact that it may be very 

difficult, if not impossible, to trace the attack back to its source.[37]  Even when intrusions are 
detected, it is still very difficult to trace the attack back to its source and find the guilty party 
because savvy network users are able to hide their identities in ways that mislead investigators 

into attributing the attack to other parties.[38]  The accountability problem removes a major 
deterrent to using IW and is a notable distinction between IW and traditional, largely traceable, 

warfare technology. [39]  The seriousness of this problem is evident from the General 
Accounting Office’s (“GAO”) report to Congress in 1996 that for every intrusion into 

government computers that is detected, 150 are not.[40] 

  
            5.  U.S. Military Control Over Communications Technology 
            The potential for attack is greatly enhanced by the changing way in which technology is 
produced and consumed in this country, and throughout the world.  In the past, the Department 
of Defense’s (“DOD”) purchasing power and intensive research positioned the government as a 

leader in developing technology and allowed it to maintain security over its systems.[41]  Now, 
the military’s consumption of information technology is small in relation to that of the global 

commercial marketplace.[42]  As a result of the rapidly evolving market and the U.S. 
government’s slow acquisition system, technology developers no longer create products with 

military needs in mind. [43]  Industry security standards, once dictated by the DOD because of 

its purchasing power, are set by commercial companies like Motorola and Microsoft,[44] and the 

government is forced to adapt commercially available hardware and software to its needs.[45]  In 
addition, the United States now purchases many of the microchips it uses in its military systems 

from foreign companies,[46] giving rise to the concern that they may be tampered with to 

prevent systems from functioning properly.[47]  As a result, the government’s technological 

advantage is compromised, and its vulnerability to IW attacks is greater.[48]   

  
            6.  Seriousness of the Threat to the United States 
            With water bordering both coasts, friendly neighbors to the north and south, and the 



world’s strongest military since World War II, the United States has not had much concern for an 
attack on its homeland for many years.  This status will change with the advent of IW because 

physical presence will no longer be necessary to engage in warfare.[49]  It is now possible to 

cause great problems for many people from great distances.[50]  The threat of IW attacks on the 
United States homeland, circumventing U.S. military might at relatively little expense with 

devastating effect, is a serious peril to the nation’s security.[51] 

            The threat is perhaps more acute for the United States than for any other nation, for the 

United States is one country more dependent on information technology than any other.[52]  
Eighty-five percent of Pentagon communications are sent over vulnerable commercial telephone 

lines;[53] ninety percent of the Army’s information systems are operated by public agencies not 

affiliated with the DOD;[54] and ninety-five percent of the information the military uses is 

carried over the Internet using these same equally vulnerable civilian lines.[55]  The military 

alone operates 2.1 million computers connected to over 10,000 networks.[56]  Because “our 
commercial communication and broadcast networks, financial data systems, transportation 
control systems, etc., [are] interlocked with our military information infrastructure[,]” it is likely 
that strategic IW will target systems that have the dual-use quality of being both civilian and 

military systems.[57]  Thus, financial institutions, power suppliers, air traffic control systems, 
and industry are just as vulnerable as the military, and may be affected simultaneously in the 

event of an attack, because many of their information networks are intertwined.[58] 

            As early as 1994, the Joint Security Commission had reached the conclusion that IW is 

our country’s “‘major security challenge of this decade and possibly the next century.’”[59]  
And, the Defense Science Board (“DSB”) characterized the situation as “a ‘recipe for a national 

security disaster. . . .’”[60]  One former Central Intelligence Agency (“CIA”) director placed the 
IW threat to national security a “close third behind . . . weapons of mass destruction and . . . 

nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons.”[61]   

            The government, recognizing the danger that IW presents, has already taken steps in 
response.  In 1995, the National Defense University in Washington, D.C. graduated a group of 

IW specialists trained to defend against computer attacks.[62]  In 1996, the Air Force graduated 
an information warfare squadron dedicated specifically to “offensive” (i.e., the use of) and 

“defensive” (i.e., protection from) information warfare.[63]  That same year, the Pentagon 
created the Defense Information Systems Agency (“DISA”) to handle its information-security 

issues.[64]  In May of 1997, President Clinton acknowledged the threat by issuing a Presidential 
Directive requiring a national effort to minimize the IW threat to the country’s infrastructure by 

2003.[65]  Most recently, in February of 1998, Janet Reno announced the creation of the 
National Infrastructure Protection Center (“NIPC”), an organization committed to addressing 
threats to infrastructure – including IW – designed to undermine U.S. communications, energy, 

and financial systems.[66] 

            As previously mentioned, hundreds of thousands of attacks have already been launched 
against government systems.  There is also speculation that American public- and private-sector 



computer systems are frequently violated by foreign intelligence in an attempt to locate weak 

links in power grids and to leave “trapdoors”[67] in U.S. military base networks that will allow 

for easy re-entry at a later date.[68]  In addition, government officials believe that foreign 

governments have planted “logic bombs”[69] in U.S. government computer systems.[70] 

            The National Security Agency (“NSA”) believes that over 120 countries either possess, 

or are currently developing, information warfare technology,[71] and the intelligence community 

believes that some of those countries have targeted the United States specifically.[72]   Roughly 
twelve countries, including Libya, Iraq, and Iran, are believed to presently possess such 

technology,[73] and China recently announced its commitment to becoming the world’s 

foremost IW power.[74]  Moreover, there is reason to believe that countries and terrorist groups 
may engage in recruitment and bidding for “free-agent” tech-wizards who can develop and use 

IW technology.[75]  Indeed, “[h]ackers may be the new mercenaries, available to the highest 

bidder.”[76] 

  
            7.  Examples of Attacks 
            There are several examples of IW use that illustrate the gravity of the threat.  An example 
of a “serious” raid, as characterized by the FBI, involved a break-in to the Lawrence Livermore 

Laboratory computer system.[77]  The Laboratory works on nuclear weapons and other top-

secret projects.[78]  If an adversary were to acquire such information, the consequences might be 
disastrous.   

In another attack, two fourteen year-old San Franciscans violated Army, Navy, and Air 

Force computer systems to the extent that they could have crashed over twenty of them.[79]  An 
additional example involved a German hacker “club” that offered a $25,000 reward to the 

individual who could gain access to NASA’s mission control.[80]  Apparently, someone 
succeeded and NASA’s computer uplinks to the space shuttle Atlantis, which at the time was 

docked with Russia’s Mir space station, malfunctioned.[81]  Mission control feared that it would 
have to guide the shuttle back using ground based computers because the violator had corrupted 

the flight controls to the extent that the shuttle was unable to do so on its own.[82]  One member 
of the presidential commission on computer security said that “NASA is like Swiss cheese, and 

everyone knows it.”[83] 

            Experimental exercises that the U.S. Government has conducted have demonstrated the 
potentially far reaching effects that IW may have.  In an exercise with serious implications about 
the threat of IW, NSA computer experts accessed networks that would have allowed them to 

effectively disable the U.S. Pacific.[84]  In another exercise, the Rand Corporation simulated a 
fascinating, although frightening, hypothetical of a full scale IW attack against the United States.
[85]  In the simulated attack, Middle East terrorist groups used IW technology to stunt U.S. 
military troop movements and to cause bank ATM malfunctions, a CNN blackout, a British 
airline crash, a revolution in Saudi Arabia, and the failure of U.S. military computer systems 

around the world, and telephone service in Washington, D.C.[86]  At game’s end, the President 



was left with a difficult decision about how to counter-attack with a military unable to function 

properly because its technological resources were severely impaired.[87] 

            The foregoing represents a small fraction of the available information regarding the IW 
threat.  The gravity of the problem should be clear, however, even from this minimal amount of 
evidence.  In response, the international legal system must develop deterrents to IW.  The 
following examination of international law as it applies to IW sheds light on the deficiencies of 
the current paradigm, and the need for a new model to govern its use. 
  
III.  The International Legal Implications of Information Warfare 
            Prior to the advent of IW, technological advances in armaments could be addressed under 

existing law.[88]  While it is not important to review this history here, it is important to discuss 
the major principles that have governed international law since its inception with the Treaty of 

Westphalia in 1648,[89] focusing on their application to IW. 

            Nation-states will use IW during peacetime and wartime, and both nations and smaller 

groups will use IW to effectuate terrorism and espionage.[90]  Use of IW in each of these 
situations implicates different aspects of international law.  A review of the applicable legal 
principles as they apply to IW use in each of these circumstances exposes the inadequacy of the 
current legal framework. 

  
A.  The Current Legal Paradigm 

            In order to understand the concept of international law, it is imperative to comprehend 
how the international legal system functions.  The most important principle in international law, 
indeed its premise, is that nation-states are sovereign entities, and as such, each has exclusive 

authority over events within its territory.[91]  This concept was first introduced in the 

aforementioned Treaty of Westphalia.[92]  All subsequent international law has recognized the 
sovereign nature of the nation-state. 
            In addition to the concept of national sovereignty, two structures within the international 
legal paradigm have significant implications for future IW regulation.  They are the United 
Nations and treaty law.  An understanding of each is important.   

  
1.  The United Nations 

            The United Nations (“U.N.”) is made up of six principal bodies, two of which are the 

Security Council and the General Assembly.[93]  Each of these, along with the member states, 

are governed by the U.N. Charter.[94]  The Security Council is made up of five permanent 

members: the United States, Russia, the United Kingdom, France, and China.[95]  It also 

consists of ten non-permanent members.[96] 

            The Security Council’s “decisions” are binding on all U.N. members under Article 25 of 

the U.N. Charter.[97]  Its “resolutions,” however, are not.[98]  In the past, the Council has been 

largely ineffective in accomplishing its objective of maintaining world peace.[99]  This 
ineffectiveness is so because on all but procedural matters, Security Council “decisions” must 
receive an affirmative vote from each of the five permanent members in order to take effect.
[100]  Due to the frequently conflicting interests of the permanent members, the Security 



Council attained its highest level of cooperation only recently when, in 1990, it issued a series of 

binding resolutions condemning Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait.[101]  Considering that the resolution 
is thus far the Security Council’s strongest affirmative move to bind U.N. members, it is unlikely 
it will be able to issue a decision that will create the sweeping, binding declaration on IW use 
that is necessary.  Neither is it likely that the General Assembly will be able to achieve this end. 

            The General Assembly is the U.N.’s parliamentary body.[102]  Article 10 of the U.N. 

Charter grants the General Assembly the power to make resolutions.[103]  Except on budgetary 

matters, however, resolutions are non-binding on U.N. members,[104] and do not impose any 

legal obligations.[105]  Proposals to give resolutions binding force were voted down 26-1 at the 

1945 San Francisco Conference that gave rise to the U.N. Charter.[106]   

            In actuality, the General Assembly is essentially a forum for discussion; its resolutions 
mere recommendations on how nation-states should conduct themselves in their relations with 

one another.[107]  In addition to making resolutions, the General Assembly has the power to 

amend the U.N. Charter,[108] and also may propose and ratify multilateral treaties.[109]  

However, only those U.N. members who vote in favor of a treaty are bound by it.[110]  Non-

U.N. members cannot be bound either.[111]  It will be of little utility to draft a treaty agreement 
regulating IW that binds only some of the world’s countries.  Hence, the U.N. structure is 
probably not the best place to look for a binding agreement.  Rather, in all likelihood, any 
international agreement governing this new technology will be drafted and entered into at an IW 
Convention that should include the great majority of the world’s nations, both U.N. and non-
U.N. members.  Such an agreement should not be in the form of U.N. law, but rather in the form 
of a treaty, the second international legal structure that has important implications for responding 
to the IW threat. 

  
2.  Treaty Law  

            The great shortcoming of international law is that it lacks the power of domestic law.
[112]   Not only is there no real legislature, as seen above,  there is also no compulsory 

jurisdiction, or enforcement system.[113]  International law is created by means similar to 
entering into a contract where the parties to the agreement, whether countries, organizations, or a 

combination of the two, consent to be bound by specific terms.[114]  However, the system lacks 

a police force and the International Court of Justice can neither compel jurisdiction,[115] nor 

have its decisions enforced because there is no international executive branch.[116]  As a result, 
the parties to an agreement will commit violations where they feel their state interests in taking a 

proscribed action outweigh the political and diplomatic consequences of breaking the law.[117]  
            The problem in many cases, IW included, is that it is unclear whether conduct is 

prohibited under the present framework.[118]  Often the legality of issues remains unresolved 

until one nation acts and the United Nations General Assembly responds to that act.[119]  The 
U.N. may condemn the act, or remain silent, but how that body will react is of great concern to 
parties deciding whether or not they should conduct themselves in a manner that may be 



prohibited and subject to U.N. sanctions ex post.  Such a system is simply insufficient to regulate 
the use of IW technology.  It is crucial that parties know exactly what they are getting into when 
they use IW technology in order for a regulatory system to be a sufficient deterrent.   
            As previously mentioned, the U.N. General Assembly can propose and ratify multilateral 

treaties.[120]  This is only one of many ways in which nations can agree to be bound by terms of 
an agreement.  Nations can also enter into bilateral or multilateral treaties outside the specter of 

the U.N.[121]  A convention convened for the purpose of drafting a set of rules governing IW is 
most likely the only way that a binding international doctrine on the subject will be enacted. 
            The question for the Convention is whether a nation’s sovereignty is violated when an 
individual in one country accesses computer networks in another.  The sovereignty principle is 

encompassed within four crucial pieces of U.N. legislation applicable to IW.[122]  These 
documents expose the current international system’s vagueness as it applies to IW and the 
corresponding need for the international community to clarify how the use of IW fits underlying 
concepts of international law. 

  
B.  Nation-State Use of IW 

1.  During Times of Peace 

            It is fair to say that the world, at present, is in a relative state of peace.[123]  It is also fair 
to say, however, that this does not mean that the intelligence communities and other branches of 
national governments are not at work behind the scenes trying to gain or maintain competitive 

advantages against friends and foes alike.[124]  IW is a critical tool in doing so and is at work 
presently, as noted above. 
            There is a high probability that some will use this technology in a manner similar to the 
attackers in the Rand war game article in Time magazine - i.e. as an affirmative attempt to 
damage or destroy governmental and civilian information infrastructures and the systems reliant 

on them.[125]  The trouble is how such an act should be classified so that the affected nation will 

know how it may respond legally.[126]  The following analysis of U.N. law aimed at protecting 
the principle of sovereignty exposes the definitional ambiguities that plague attempts to place IW 
within the current framework. 
            Article 2, Section 4 of the U.N. Charter prohibits “the threat or use of force against the 

territorial integrity or political independence of any state . . . .”[127]  Article 51 of the Charter 
stipulates the one exception to this prohibition: force may be used in self-defense of an “armed 

attack.”[128]  The question is whether IW qualifies as either a use of force or an armed attack.  

Neither the Charter nor the International Court of Justice define these terms.[129]  Hence, it is 
unclear what exactly constitutes an “armed attack.”  The term has been construed to require the 
“use of armed forces, force, or violence, as well as interference with a nation’s 

[sovereignty].”[130]  However, “[e]ven actions using destructive physical force may not rise to 

the level of ‘armed attack.’”[131]  Thus, without clarification from the U.N., a sovereign cannot 

know whether it is legally justified in responding to an IW attack.[132]  Certainly it would be 
problematic for a nation under siege from mulitple IW attacks to wait for the U.N. to decide 
whether that nation can respond. 
            The United Nations Declaration on the Definition of Aggression is equally unhelpful.



[133]  It provides that the U.N. Security Council can address acts of aggression, which are 
characterized as “the use of armed force by a State against the sovereignty, territorial integrity or 

political independence of another State . . . .”[134]  The declaration enumerates a non-exclusive 
list of acts that qualify as aggression, including “invasion or attack by [] armed forces,” “military 
occupation,” “annexation by the use of force” on a foreign state, “the use of any weapon” against 

a foreign state, and an attack on the armed forces of another state.[135]  It is difficult to say 

whether IW constitutes aggression,[136] but the argument can be made that it does where, for 
example, logic bombs in an Air Force plane’s navigation system causes a software malfunction 
and the plane crashes.  It is unclear, however, whether this can be characterized as a use of force 
for the purposes of the definition because IW does not comport with traditional notions of 
physical warfare occurring in the physical plane.  Although IW’s results are tangible in a 
physical sense, the IW act is non-physical in that it is perpetrated through wires and digits.  The 
issue is whether the act or the result is what the words “use of force” are intended to 
characterize.   
            The most perplexing applicable U.N. document is the Declaration on the Inadmissibility 

of Intervention in the Domestic Affairs of States (“Non-Intervention Treaty”).[137]  It prohibits 

direct or indirect intervention in the “internal or external affairs of any state.”[138]  The Non-
Intervention Treaty also provides that “armed intervention and all other forms of interference or 
attempted threats against the personality of the State or against its political, economic and 

cultural elements, are condemned.”[139]  The major problem with the treaty is that it does not 

define intervention.[140]  It also gives no indication about whether the “other forms of 
interference” constitute aggression so as to warrant a response in self defense under Article 51 of 

the Charter.[141]  Thus, states are left to decide how to respond when attacked with the hope that 
they do not incur the scorn of, and suffer the repercussions from, the international community for 
what the latter determines, ex post facto, to be a violation of international law. 
  

2.  During Times of War 
            International law regulates war on two fronts:  the conduct of warring parties toward each 
other, and the conduct of belligerents in relation to neutral states.  Whether IW can be 
characterized as an act of war is essential to determining the constraints that the international 
community will place on its wartime use.  If IW is an act of war, then the following principles 
will govern its use.  

a.  Humanitarian Law  
            The fundamental principle of humanitarian law is that there are limits to the methods that 

can be used against adversaries during warfare.[142]  Warring nations must avoid inflicting even 

collateral civilian injuries on a belligerent’s people.[143]  This concept was originally codified in 
the St. Petersburg Declaration of 1868 which “recognized that the only legitimate object of war 

was to weaken an enemy’s military forces.”[144]  Civilians are not legitimate targets.[145]  Only 

“‘military objectives’” may be targeted.[146]  They include those ‘“which by their nature, 
location, purpose, or use make an effective contribution to military action and whose total or 

partial destruction, capture or neutralization, . . . offers a definite military advantage.’”[147]  



Because of the concern over attacking proper objectives, humanitarian law requires that nations 

use weapons that allow aggressors to distinguish between military and civilian targets.[148]  The 

problem is that both the military and civilians use many of the same information systems.[149]  

Thus it is unclear whether these “dual-use” systems may legally be attacked.[150] 

            For example, according to customary (non-treaty)[151] international law, it is legal for 

warring parties to cut off lines of communication.[152]  As such, action taken to destroy or 
inhibit the lines of communication between military systems would most likely be permissible 
because they are a major military objective; but weighed against the potential harms that 

civilians might incur, this proposition becomes debatable.[153]  For example, a virus that is 
unleashed on a dual-use system might inhibit both its military and civilian functions, causing 
great hardship to civilians. 
            Humanitarian law also requires the aggressor to abide by the principle of 

“proportionality” in considering whether its attack is justifiable.[154]  The principle mandates 
that attackers weigh the potential civilian damage that might result against the benefits to be 

derived from attaining the military objective.[155]  The principle requires that parties responding 

to attacks consider whether their use of force in response is proportional to the wrong.[156]  
Whether this principle applies to IW is important for two reasons.   
            First, it creates difficult issues for information warriors who seek to attack dual-use 
targets.  If the principle does not apply to IW, attackers do not have to be concerned with civilian 
losses.  Second, if IW is covered, it will be difficult to weigh whether the type of response is 
appropriate.  Can a nation use physical means to respond to an IW attack?  What are the 
implications of using IW to respond to attacks that occur in the physical plane?  These dilemmas 
must be resolved in light of the proliferation of IW technology. 
  

b.  Belligerents and Neutral States 
            During times of war, belligerents may not pass through or use the territory of neutral 

states, for doing so might constitute an act of war against the neutral.[157]  Thus, if IW is 
construed as an instrument of force, it is arguable that information warriors are prohibited from 

channeling attacks through the networks of neutral states.[158]  In addition, a neutral state’s 
failure to prevent, or at least resist, a belligerent’s use of its territory in waging war may entitle 

the attacked country the war is being waged against to attack the neutral.[159] 

            In the past, such use of a neutral’s territory was confined to the physical, rather than 

metaphysical, realm.[160]  IW attacks take place in another dimension, however, and once again 

there is no indication that the current law will cover these attacks.[161]  On the one hand, neutral 
nations are not required to resist a belligerent’s use of its “publicly accessible communications 

equipment.”[162]  Since computers are used to communicate, the logical conclusion might be 
that they fall under this exception, and, therefore, can be used by a belligerent.  On the other 
hand, the use of computers may be distinguishable in that they can be used as weapons, whereas 
other communication devices cannot.  Again, it is unclear where IW falls. 
  

C.  Espionage and Terrorism 



1.  Espionage 
            Espionage is another manner in which states act against one another in both peacetime 

and wartime.  In its traditional sense, espionage is spying,[163] but it also may encompass more 

meddlesome actions, such as those enumerated in the Non-Intervention Treaty.[164]  However, 

espionage is generally not prohibited by international law.[165]  When a state agent is 
apprehended committing espionage within a foreign nation, he is traditionally punishable under 

that nation’s domestic law,[166] and the state has no recourse against the agent’s homeland.[167]

IW confounds the present framework, however, because it defies the metaphysical 
concept that an individual need be physically present in the target country in order to commit the 
act.  Thus, even if the attack can be traced back to its source, the actor cannot legally be 

apprehended absent an extradition treaty.[168]  But no nation will extradite one of its own 

agents.[169]  Even if the actor resides within a country other than his own, the state must 

consider many factors before extraditing the actor.[170]  Thus, there are enormous obstacles to 
deterring IW espionage.   
            Historically, nations have been content to consider espionage fair game, but IW adds yet 
another element to the world of espionage: the scale on which IW can be used.  It would be very 
difficult to coordinate one hundred espionage-like attacks against a nation on the same day in the 
physical world.  But in the metaphysical world of IW, hundreds or thousands of attacks can be 

commenced on the same day, at the same time, against sites across a victim state.[171]  For these 
reasons, it appears as though international law must redefine its definition of espionage to 
account for the dangerous combination of potential harm and unaccountability that IW presents. 
  

2.  Terrorism 

            With a few exceptions, there are no international laws regarding terrorism.[172]  When a 
nation believes it has proof of a terrorist act, it may request that the country in which the terrorist 
resides apprehend and extradite the alleged perpetrator for prosecution under the laws of the 

victim state.[173] 

            As with espionage, the incentive for terrorists to use IW is enhanced by the fact that it is 
no longer necessary to risk being caught in the target country in order to commit the act.  The act 
may be perpetrated from the privacy of a home on the other side of the world.  In addition, the 
difficulty that the victim will have in identifying and prosecuting the attacker make IW even 
more attractive. 
  

3.  Extradition 

            International law provides no right that entitles victim states to demand extradition.[174]  
The decision to extradite rests on the following four factors.  First, an extradition treaty must 

exist between the requesting and request-receiving nations.[175]  A treaty may specify a small or 

large range of activities that the parties agree are extraditable offenses.[176]  Second, the 
requesting country must have laws which give its courts jurisdiction over foreign individuals 

who commit the specific crime alleged.[177]  In the United States, an IW attack would likely fall 

within this so-called prescriptive jurisdiction.[178]  Third, almost all extradition treaties have a 



“double criminality” requirement whereby the requesting treaty members must have domestic 

laws that proscribe the alleged conduct.[179]  Fourth, the majority of treaties provide that there is 

no requirement to extradite where the act is a “political offense.”[180]  Countries define what 

constitutes a political offense differently.[181]  In addition, some countries’ domestic laws 

prohibit extradition of their own nationals.[182]  Others refuse to extradite because they fear 

retaliation from the associates of those extradited.[183]  One way or another, states will usually 

find a reason to deny extradition for those they desire not to extradite.[184] 

            From the foregoing, it is clear that the current legal paradigm is vague and lacks 
sufficient deterrents to discourage the use of IW.  The seriousness of the IW threat to the world 
at large, and to the United States in particular, makes it clear that it would be irresponsible if the 
world, and the nation, failed to immediately seek a remedy in response. 
             
IV.  The Need for a Declaration Regarding IW in the Current Framework,  

and a New Paradigm to Address New Problems.  
            Future-theorists Alvin and Heidi Toffler have categorized the history of civilization, and 
consequently, battle itself, as separable into three waves on the premise that “‘the way we make 

wealth is the way we make war.’”[185]  They hypothesize that the first wave was defined by 
agrarian economies; therefore, first wave warfare was designed to accumulate land and thereby 

increase wealth through enhanced agricultural production.[186]  The second wave was the 

industrial-age, and second wave warfare is characterized by colonization.[187]  The Tofflers 
believe the United States and others have recently advanced to the third wave, which is 
characterized by technological economies and in which war is fought with “‘brain force’” and 

not “‘brute force.’”[188]  A statement by former Citibank chairman Walter Wriston 
demonstrates that he would likely concur:  “The pursuit of wealth is now largely the pursuit of 

information, and the application of information to the means of production.”[189]  If it is true 

that “‘the way we make wealth is the way we make war,’” [190] third wave warfare is IW. 

            As we redefine the way we make wealth, it is clear that, while we must redefine those 
actions that constitute acts of war and those instruments that can be considered armaments, we 
must also redefine the laws that govern the way we make war.  IW currently circumvents 
international law, not because there are no provisions for it, but because of the definitional 

ambiguity.[191] 

            This Note proposes a simple theory: use of IW is an armed use of force and therefore 
invokes Article 2, Section 4 and Article 51 of the U.N. Charter, the Definition of Aggression, 
and the Non-Intervention Treaty.  International law theorists have been reluctant to characterize 

IW as such,[192] but their hesitance is unfounded.  As technology has advanced, we have used 
machines as a more efficient means to carry out tasks that previously required use of human 
force in the tangible, physical sense.  For example, sword-fighting was followed by the 
development of gunpowder; cannons and rifles were followed by missiles and airplanes.  Many 
have failed to realize that these innovations symbolize humanity’s ongoing progression away 
from reliance on a physical means of carrying out force towards reliance on technology to 
achieve the same effect.  Instead, they have quantified the use of force as something that must be 



exerted tangibly, such as through gunfire and bombing, rather than on the result.  This is short-
sighted.  Two examples illustrate this point. 
            First, if an information warrior corrupts an aircraft carrier’s computer navigation system, 
causing it to malfunction and its planes to crash as a result, does this constitute use of physical 
force?  Of course it does.  Why?  Because the result is the same as if the plane had been shot 
down or its systems had been sabotaged physically, rather than electronically. 
            Second, if a group of information warriors shuts down a naval fleet or grounds an Air 
Force squadron, allowing the former’s armed forces to win a battle taking the fleet and squadron, 
is this any different than if the fleet and squadron had been taken by surprise and overcome 
physically?  No.  Again, the result is the same.  The attacked should not have to wait until they 
are physically captured before responding.  That exertion of force through IW happens to be 
different than we have traditionally defined it should not blind us to the fact that the end reached 
is the same.   
            This Note argues that this reasoning should apply even if the damage has not yet 
occurred.  If a logic bomb can be detonated at a given time to severely damage computer 
systems, leading to subsequent physical damage, this is hardly different from an actual bomb on 
its way to a target.  Each of these types of bombs is capable of causing the same amount of 
damage, may be detected before it “blows,” and should therefore be treated similarly. 

A nation should not have to wait until a dormant threat comes to life as an attack in order 
to respond to it.  No army officer would argue that he must wait for detected enemy forces lying 
in the tall grass of an open battlefield to attack before they can be eradicated.  The same concept 
applies to dormant IW threats.  Thus, even attacks that have not yet manifested themselves 
should be considered armed uses of force.  Once more, it is the intended result that is critical. 
            It is imperative that the new international paradigm characterize acts as either war, 
terrorism, espionage, or something not prohibited by international law, so that nations under 

siege can know whether, and to what extent, retaliation is justified.[193]  Only by focusing on 
the result, rather than on the means by which that result is effectuated, can such clarity be 
achieved. 

A.  The Challenge of Regulation 
            The most challenging aspect of regulating IW will be the difficulty that victims will have 
in tracing the attack back to its source.  Lack of accountability will encourage increased and 
reckless use of IW.  Thus, a new legal paradigm will effectively prevent, or at least limit, the use 
of IW only if the repercussions of doing so are a sufficient deterrent when balanced against the 
gain sought by potential attackers.  The seriousness of this threat indicates that the deterrents 
must be great indeed. 

B.  A Proposed Solution 
            The new paradigm must include two important elements.  First, the nations of the world 

must come together in a convention[194] to confront the threat that IW presents.  The conclusion 
this convention must reach is that IW is “armed use of force” as defined by United Nations 
regulations.  The parties must agree to be bound by, and enforce, this definition.  The convention 
must then begin to characterize the type of IW acts that shall be considered acts of war, acts of 
state-sponsored terrorism, and acts of espionage.  The latter two should be given special 
attention.  State sponsored terrorists might shut down an airport’s control tower, causing many 
planes to crash, with resulting deaths in the hundreds or thousands.  Such an act, though 
traditionally considered terrorism, must, in consideration of the potential extent of the harm, also 
be considered an act of war when sponsored by nation-states. 
            The same reasoning applies to state-sponsored espionage.  As previously discussed, 



however, nations have been willing to tolerate a certain amount of such activity.  Thus, the 
Convention will need to take a results-based approach and distinguish between acts that will still 
be considered espionage, for example attempted wire fraud aimed at a single bank, and those that 
will be considered acts of war, such as an attempt to shut down the New York Stock Exchange.
[195]  

            In fact, because the damage that IW can cause is comparable in many ways to the damage 
that may result from traditional physical means, the Convention must also agree to hold parties 
accountable for negligent use of IW.  For example, if a nation’s “information” warriors 
accidentally plant a virus that causes a navy plane of another nation to crash into its carrier, the 
responsible nation should not be able to claim it was an accident.  Nations are not excused for 
“accidentally” shooting down another’s planes, nor would they be if they “accidentally” blew up 
a ship.  The consequences of IW technology are grave, and its negligent use should not be 
excused.  This is not to say that such action must be construed as an act of war, but the 
Convention must create severe penalties, including a possible damage repayment system to 
account for the victim country’s loss, in order to deter nations from claiming ignorance.  This too 
must be left to the sophisticated political considerations that will be raised at the Convention. 
            Second, the Convention must enter a Universal IW Cooperation and Extradition 
Agreement to respond to the greatly increased (non-state) terrorist threat.  The treaty should 
require nations to cooperate in investigations, by allowing victim-states access to computer 
networks that may have been used to disguise the source of an attack, as well as access to 

networks in the country where the accused resides.[196]  Refusal to cooperate with a reasonable 
investigation should be met with sanctions against that nation.  In extreme situations, where there 
is strong evidence that the nation is shielding individuals who acted on its behalf, that evidence, 
combined with the refusal to cooperate, should be construed as an act of war.  It is left for the 
Convention to define, preferably in clear language, when such circumstances might arise. 
            Perhaps these terms are excessive, or at least exceedingly idealistic, but when one 
considers the magnitude of the threat, the ease of access and use, and the problem with 
accountability, these provisions may not be harsh enough to deter an onslaught of Information 
Warfare. 
  
V.  Conclusion 
            It may turn out that advancement in IW self-defense technology is the only effective 
remedy to the current dilemma.  More realistically, while advancement may limit the threat, 
individuals will find ways to circumvent future technology just as they have around the present, 

creating a never-ending race in which the defense is at a great disadvantage.[197]  Indeed, “[n]o 
law can change as swiftly as technology; unless law is to somehow stop technology’s seemingly 
inexorable worldwide progress, it cannot fully control the use of its fruits for warfare.  Legal 

measures can thus supplement, but not supplant, vigilance, preparedness, and ingenuity.”[198]  
Thus, in the end, it is conceivable that defense technology used in conjunction with intense 
monitoring procedures will minimize the IW threat.  But we are at the beginning.  The world 
cannot afford to wait and weather the intervening period; the consequences are too grave.  Now 
is the time for the world’s nations to come together to stem the swelling tidal wave that is the IW 
threat, before it crashes ashore, leaving only remnants of past structures in its wake.  This Note is 
proffered as a potential guide. 
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